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A sulfur ring is a ring created by combining three untradeable ingredients - hydra's eye, fangs and heart - player can't take a copy of them until they acquire the others. There are no requirements for equipment and it provides the combined offensive and defensive stats of un-imbued archers, berserker, warrior, seers, traitorous, and tyrannical rings, along with
a passive effect that competes with the Seers ring (i) for better-in-reception Magic accuracy. Brimstone rings cannot be imbued. Contents 1 Passive Effect 2 Changes 3 Trivia 4 References The passive effect while wearing the ring occurs every time the player attacks using a spell or magic attack, even from a powered staff, there is a 25% chance that the
defensive roll of the target will be reduced to 90% of its original value for the single attack only. [1] Changes[editing | source editing] Date changes 17 January 2019(update) A notification of the effect of the Brimstone ring on PvP has been corrected. January 13, 2019 Emergency Repair At launch, the ring had the opportunity to lower the opponent's Magic
level, rather than ignore its magical defense, which could be stacked to render the magical NPCs attacks ineffective. This was corrected immediately after the discovery, about 3 days after the object was released. [2] Trivia[editing | editing source] The design of the Brimstone ring comes from the common representation of the Symbol Ouroboros of a snake or
a dragon eating its tail. References [editing | editing source] to: Hybrid Gear, Hand socket items, Equipment, Brimstone Ring Comments Share The Brimstone Ring is a very powerful ring, which comes with juicy bonuses. It has a tribrid base of 20% damage boost, 10% drop rate and 10% double fall rate. The way to obtain this ring is by combining three
different alchemical elements of Hydra, there are the Heart of Hydra, the Canine of Hydra, the Eye of Hydra. These objects fall from the Alchemical Hydra. At the moment, the price of the Brimstone ring is about: Unknown Processing Hybrid Tools Hand Slot Equipment Brimstone Ring Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise
stated. Alchemical Hydra is a new, solo boss released on January 10, 2019. Is for significantly easy mechanics compared to such solo boss as Zulrah and very profitable unique drops. Just like zulrah or Vorkath, Hydra always rolls 2 drops per kill instead of one, but only one drop will have the opportunity to hit unique drop table that content along with large
exchange rates (April 2019) are listed below: 500-1000 Dragon thrakixes 206-413K 500 -1000 Dragon Knives 1-2M Hydra Tail - 250k Hydra Leather - 6.7M Hydra Claw - 93M Hydra's Eye , Fang and Heart combined will get you sulfur ring today sell in in in G.E. According to the wiki runescape, there is a probability of 1/513 receiving a tail or a skin of water,
1/1000 chance of receiving the claw of Hydra, 1/2000 chance to take dragon drownaxes or kinfes and 1/183 chance to receive a piece of sulfur ring According to the famous PVM'er woox and sergeant Clan, you will be able to make 20-25 kills per hour, average Hydra kill will earn you about 236k runescape that turns into 4.7M-5.9M per hour! Such
capabilities make Alchemical Hydra one of the best money-making strategies. For regular drops, Hydra will spoil you with such drops as onyx bolts (e), magic or dragonfruit seeds that cost up to 500k, it will also throw supplies that will extend your time, for example. Another perk for Hydra, is extremely good ranged xp. In just 2 slayer tasks I managed to get
my level ranged from 97+ to 99 which makes this boss one of the best training methods ranged. It's only natural that you'll die a few times before you can commit your first murder. In this case, you will be able to receive your lost items for a 100k gold fee. With what is covered, lets move to the requirements. Requirements: To kill Alchemical Hydra, you will
not need any searches completed which does not apply to such bosses as Zulrah or Vorkath. Although, you should be at the slayer job that will require level 95 murders. As you fight Hydra in the dungeon of Karuulm's Murders, you will have to wear stone boots, which could be purchased from any slayer teacher. If you can afford it, you can swap these boots
for sulfur boots or granite boots. You can also complete the achievements of the Kouend &amp; Kebos calendar that will turn your feet into stone. Just joking, but this achievement will allow you to protect your feet from electrical damage inside the Karuulm dungeon, so take a look. Battle requirements: there are no strict requirements, but it is recommended
to have high points, prayer, ranged and levels of defense. This will help increase your kill counts per hour, forgive some mistakes and extend your travels. Therefore, I recommend to have at least these statistics: 85 + Ranged 90 + Hitpoints 90 + Defense 80 + Prayer Gear setup: Below you can find 3 different gear settings. You don't have to wear identical
armor, but it's important to display affordable tool options for everyone. Set up tools 1. This tool option will only cost you about 6M Oldschool gold. You won't be able to score excellent scores with such an arrangement, but it should be affordable for everyone. If you're short, buy some gold at Food4Rs at the best price 24 hours a day, days a week! List of
items: Head socket: Cape Slot Slayer Helm (soaked) Cape: available assembler every Ava' Weapon: Toxic socket amulet blowpipe: Amulet of Glory Armors slot: Black d'hide body and chaps Boots slot: Boots made of stone Gloves slot: Barrows gloves or any vambrace. Jack Arrows: Unholy or any other blessing ring slot: Ring of the Dueling Gear 2 setting. A
reliable selection of tools with some good prayer bonuses too. This setting will increase the duration of your trip and will Faster. It is currently worth 30M at the old school Grand Exchange. List of items: Head socket: Rudder slot slayer (soaked) Cape socket: each of Ava's gun accumulators: Toxic pipe amulet socket: Necklace of host Armor Agony: every
Blessed body d'hide and chaps. Boots slot: Boots made of stone Gloves socket: Barrows gloves or any available vambrace. Arrows slot: Unholy or any other blessing ring slot: Sagittarius ring (soaked) Gear setup 3. The best available tool available today. Due to the good magic bonus defense this tool will forgive you many mistakes, you can wait for better
results with this setup. This will cost you about 150M gold on the Grand Exchange. List of items: Head socket: Cape Slot Slayer Helm (soaked) Cape: every ava's assemblyr Weapon: Toxic socket amulet blowpipe: Necklace of host suspense armor: Armadyl chestplate and chainskirt. Boots slot: Boots made of stone Gloves socket: Barrows gloves or any
available vambrace Arrows socket: Unholy or any other blessing Ring socket: Sagittarius Ring (soaked) Consumables: It is very important to have at least 1 anti-venom filter, Antidote++ is the best for this topic since it has the greatest effect. I recommend using adamant or better arrow keys for blowpipe. For inventory settings, you will see 2 possible options,
the first image below is recommended for beginner Hydra killers: having lots of normal food will prevent you from the additional confusion that could be caused by eating saradobin brew, super restores back and forth. This is the best inventory option for all new students. The second inventory facility is dedicated to hydra's most advanced and experienced
assassins. Such an installation will make your travels last longer, you can expect 10+ kills per trip with such an installation, runes case with high alchemy will help you save some inventory slots for Hydra bones, or additional supplies that fall from Hydra quite often. Additional items: If you have completed the achievements of the Elite Kourend &amp; Kebos
calendar, you can exchange your stone boots for any other boots that give you attack bonuses. Pegasian boots are the best choice that will cost you about 36M OSRS gold. If you can afford it, Twisted Bow can be a handful of tool to increase your damage to Hydra. Although, this arc will cost you over 1.1B at the current price and will only increase your kill
counts per hour by 2 kill counts. (according to PVMER woox) How to get there: You can find Alchemical Hydra in the Slayer Karuulm dungeon. This dungeon is located on Karuulm Mountain, which to be achieved with the blessing of Teleport Rada (after completing kouend &amp; kebos hard calendar), fairy rings (teleport code C*I*R), which will take you just
south of Mount Karuulm, or skill necklaces that will get you close to the Farming Guild. All these travel methods appear below: Once you reach the dungeon, which is located in the center of Mount Karuulm, you should follow a path through the regular Hydra, just as shown below: Alchemical Hydra strategy: Hydra's basic mechanics include 2 attack styles that
are magical and and Both forms look quite similar, but the magic attack looks more like a form of cloud or smoke, and the attack remotely has marked the heads and looks more like an edge. Both attacks appear below: Once you enter the presence, they will attack you with one of the styles for 3 times in a row, then you will switch to the next attack style. You
must shake your prayer protections accordingly in her attacks! For example, if when entering in case you are hit with an attack mage, you need to protect mage, then after 3 attacks go to remote protection and so on. Because of this mechanic many PVM'ers joke that counting up to 3 is the basic ability to kill Hydra, because once you get used to other
engineers, killing Hydra will be as easy as counting to 3. But there are a few more things you need to know. Hydra has 4 different forms with unique special abilities, but these forms are easily predictable and easy to deal with. At first, Hydra will always come in green form. You have to lure her into a red chemical tank to reduce her chemical defenses.
Therefore, always start example by running into the eastern wall, this should position you for easy first quarter of kill: Green Hydra's special attack is a poison spit, just avoid standing in squares that has poison in it: It will use its special attack after 3 basic attacks, then it will continue to attack with basic attacks for 9 more strikes before using its special attack
again. For example, it hits you with magic attack for 3 times, then it will use its special ability, then it will hit you with ranged. That's very important. This rotation of special attacks is the same in every form of Hydra! After reducing her hitpoints to 75% she will turn it into a blue format. For this step, just run to the north wall to lure it into a green chemical tank to
reduce its chemical defenses: After hydra's first 3 blows it will use its special capability that could be called a lightning storm, but this storm is not a terrible thing. Simply run the northeast corner as shown below: This will protect you from 1 of 2 lightning attacks that can be easily absorbed. But don't lose count to three! You don't want to absorb basic lightning
attacks and attack at the same time, unless you feel like Leroooy Jenkins today. Once you get blue Hydra at 50% HP will convert to its red form. Move your character to the western wall and lure her into a blue chemical pool, reduce her defenses: After her first 3 attacks she will begin to walk away to the center of the presence and use her special attack,
which could be called a Fire: Switch your run away and start walking around, try to avoid touching the fire that will be watching you from behind. If you don't do this, it will hit you for 20+ damage, cause damage over time and stun you for 1 second. Therefore, be especially careful in this step. Once she starts hitting you with her basic attacks again, you'll know
it's time to stop moving ant continue to attack her until you get off at 25% HP and turn into its final black form. In this step, the black Hydra will have no chemical resistance, do not lure it into chemical pools, this will make it stronger! Her basic attacks count will restart, it means, if her latest attack on the red form was magical, she would start to hit you with
ranged, if she finished with a long-range attack, her next attack would be magical. Also note, its basic attacks will now change every attack, not 3! Focus on your prayer movements! After the first 3 basic attacks she will use her special attack which is the same poisonous spit from the green form: After avoiding her poison attack just keep your focus on prayer
movements, you don't have to move around unless she does in another 9 basic attacks and use her poison spit again. Congratulations on your first kill count! Now you can teleport out, or loot your stuff and run to the east wall for further kills. If you died during the race you can retrieve your details for a 100k fee here: Don't forget your boots made of stone
when it comes to collecting your items. If you die on your way to the chest, you will lose all your items! Items!
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